February 18, 2020

RFQ 60923

ADDENDUM 2

ITEM:     Mosier Pet Health & Auditorium Interior Renovations (Furniture)

DEPARTMENT:   Kansas State University – Facilities, Campus Planning & Project Management

CLOSING DATE:  2/25/2020 at 2 p.m.

CONDITIONS OF ADDENDUM:

The following are for review and consideration:

- See questions and responses on next page
- **New bid closing date** shall be 2/25/2020 at 2pm

Please send a signed copy of this addendum with your bid response.

Jennifer Trevino
Purchasing Agent II
kspurch@ksu.edu
P: 785-532-6214

I (we) have read and understand this Addendum and agree it is a part of my (our) bid on the above proposal.

NAME OF COMPANY OR FIRM: ______________________________________________________

SIGNED BY: ______________________________________________________________________

TITLE: ______________________________________ DATE: _______________
Questions:

Q1. On the OFS Applause tables, the specs call out for grommets on the left and right but the power to be cut out in the center. Both cannot be done as a standard. Is the power supposed to be in the 2 grommet locations on the left and right side so 2 power PS-86S receptacles are needed, or is the power needed to be in the middle of the table and no grommets on the left and right side?

A1. Two Tables shall receive power modules and no grommets. The remaining tables receive one grommet each only. These grommets shall be located at the center/front of the tables.

Q2. For the Keilhauer Cahoots side table, it is noted that the top is anodized aluminum. The table comes with a metal top but it is not called anodized aluminum. Is it just supposed to be the metal top? The table base option is also needed as it comes in a powder coat or chrome.

A2. Top: Champagne. Base: Chrome

Q3. What is the length, ceiling height, and configuration for the cubicle curtains? What is the ceiling type?


Alternates:

1. C1 Alternate: Hon Ignition Mid-back task chair: Conditionally accepted. Show that warranty meets or exceeds that of specified product. Warranty information shall be submitted in bid. Clarify whether product meets COM.
2. C1 Alternate: National Whirl task chair: Conditionally accepted. Show that warranty meets or exceeds that of specified product. Warranty information shall be submitted in bid. Clarify whether product meets COM.
3. C1 Alternate: Humanscale Different Smart Chair: Conditionally accepted. Show that warranty meets or exceeds that of specified product. Warranty information shall be submitted in bid.
4. C1 Alternate: SitOnIt Focus High Back: Not accepted.
5. C1 Alternate: SitOnIt Amplify Chair: Not accepted.
6. R Alternate: Woodtech Multi-compartment Bins: Conditionally accepted. Explain how product meets specifications and demonstrate that it meets or exceeds the warranty of the specified product. Warranty information shall be submitted in bid.
7. R Alternate: Nevins Thro Recycling and Waste Receptacles: Powder coat: white, 4 openings, Wilsonart Blonde Echo laminate wrap. Bin width to be selected as nearly as possible to match specified product. Accepted.
8. Steelcase SW1 Table Alternate: Nevins Oscar Conference Table: edge finish: white; edge type: knife. Accepted.
9. T3 Alternate: Nevins Oscar Round Table: edge finish: white; edge style: knife. Accepted.
10. T3 Alternate: Hi5 Supreme Table: Edge finish: white PVC; edge style: knife. Base finish to be selected to match specified product as nearly as possible. Accepted.
11. C1 Alternate: Steelcase Amia: back isn’t as flexible but appearance is very comparable to Think

12. C1 Alternate: Steelcase 435A00: not comparable/not accepted
13. C1 Alternate: Steelcase Cobi: not comparable/not accepted